01. Analyse the contribution of realist and liberal approaches in explaining the world politics.

02. Describe the special political trends occurred in various stages of the world history.

03. 1. Define the term conflict and explain the factors affecting domestic conflicts.

2. Distinguish the differences between various conflict resolution methods and the instances of their application.

04. Answer only one part of the following questions.

1. Explain the nature of arms conflicts in African region and the role of various regional organizations in resolving them to attain economic cooperation.

2. Explain the South China Sea Crisis and analyse the success of steps that have been taken by ASEAN to resolve the conflict among disputed nations.

05. Describe the international political background of Palestine Crisis and the role of world super powers in the creation of this crisis.

06. 1. What are the factors contribute for the need of arms?

2. Explain the challenges for disarmament and describe the measures been taken for disarmament.
07.  
1. Describe the role of United Nations specialized agencies.

2. Explain the measures been initiated by the United Nations in order to combat terrorism.

08. Describe the various methods used by the Third party Mediation in international conflict resolution.
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